Borrowing/Lending

What variables determine if an item can circulate in Prospector?

There are several variables that determine if something can circulate through Prospector:

- The mapping of the local itype to the Prospector central Itype.
- Another factor that determines if something can circulate is the circ status code. To circulate in Prospector, the item must have a circ status code of hyphen (-). Other circ status codes for Prospector can be found at [https://www.coalliance.org/sites/default/files/circulationstatuscodes.xls](https://www.coalliance.org/sites/default/files/circulationstatuscodes.xls). If you have a circ status of something other than a hyphen, a status or phrase will appear on the Prospector screen that corresponds to circ status table.
- A third factor that you can use to determine if something is even contributed to Prospector is how a library maps various code values in their local system (e.g. bcode, icode, scode, code). This will determine if these various record types display in Prospector or not.